
2010 Hybrid Tournament:  Ottawa 
Questions by:  Aaron Kozak, Jeff Quan, Chris Jones 
 
Tossups 
 
1. A former player on this team picked up the nickname “Microwave” for his ability to heat up the scoring, and also 

got the moniker “007” to refer the 0.7 seconds left on the clock when he scored this team’s championship-deciding 
shot against Portland.  That player, Vinnie Johnson, was also on this team when they won in (*) 1989 over the 
retiring Kareem Abdul-Jabbar and his Lakers.  That season also marked their first in their current arena, commonly 
called the “Palace”.  This team won the NBA championship in 2004, with a roster that included Chauncey Billups, 
Tayshaun Prince, and Rasheed Wallace.  Swept in the first round of the 2009 playoffs by Cleveland and currently sitting 
near the bottom of the Central division, for 10 points, name this NBA team based in Michigan. 

ANSWER:  Detroit Pistons [accept either] 
 
2. According to a letter written by its artist, this painting was created at a time when he had “a terrible need of 

religion.”  Buildings and boats are visible in the background of this painting and lights from gas lamps reflect 
across the water.  Several stars appear in the sky like in many of this artist’s other works, such as his Cafe 
Terrace, and many of the images in the background (*) blend into each other.  The main figures in this painting, 
though not always seen at first, are the bottom right and blend in with the bottom of a white-peaked wave, which is seen 
crashing into a pair of stationary boats.  The predecessor of its artist's most famous work, name, for 10 points, this 
painting by Vincent Van Gogh that features two figures blending into the water of the titular river. 

ANSWER: Starlight over the Rhone [or Starry Night over the Rhone; do not accept or prompt on “Starry Night”] 
 
3. One song by this artist name drops famous dead women with the lyrics “Marilyn, Judy, Sylvia tell 'em how you 

feel girls” as well a line noting that “Benet Ramsey will haunt like Liberace.”  This artist's latest single features a 
video in which she stars in a “Cook n' Kill” segment with the initial heading “let's make a sandwich” before (*) 
poisoning a bunch of people at a diner.  That song features Beyoncé and sees this artist state “call all you want but there's 
no one home and you're not gonna reach my telephone.”  This artist's biggest hit of 2009 sees her note “I wanna hold 'em 
like they do in Texas” and that “you can't read my” titular object.  For 10 points, name this artist who held two of the top 
three spots on the 2009 Billboard year-end chart with Just Dance and Poker Face, both of which appeared on her hit 
album The Fame. 

ANSWER:  Lady Gaga [or Stefani Germanotta] 
 
4. The incident over which this case was fought was an intentional violation of the Butler Act originally planned by 

George Rappleyea.  Presided over by judge John Raulston, the ACLU financed the defense in this case.  Raulston 
famously wiped a late portion of the trial from the record wherein defense attorney (*) Clarence Darrow called 
prosecutor William Cullen Bryant to the stand and questioned him about the Bible in order to show that it could not be 
used as a basis for scientific education.  For 10 points, name this 1925 trial which ended in a guilty verdict and $100 fine 
for its defendant, a Tennessee high school teacher who was caught teaching the theory of evolution. 

ANSWER:  State of Tennessee v. John Thomas Scopes [or the Scopes Monkey Trial] 
 
5. One version of this series includes cast member Kim Zolciak, who released a single in 2009 entitled Tardy for the 

Party. Bethenny Frankel from another version had previously appeared on The Apprentice: Martha Stewart, 
placing second. This series’ original version was set in Coto de Caza, a gated community in Southern California 
and in the opening credits, the cast is seen holding (*) oranges – a reference to Desperate Housewives, which 
provided the base concept for the series. In November 2009, Michaelle Salahi and her husband attended a White House 
state dinner uninvited, perhaps in hopes of creating publicity for this series’ upcoming Washington DC version. For 10 
points, name this Bravo series which follows a group of affluent women and their lavish lifestyles. 

ANSWER: The Real Housewives… series 
 
 
 
 
 
 



6. This faith allows infants to receive communion, which it administers with a spoon. Instead of confirmation, this 
church holds the sacrament of chrismation, and the Council of Ferrara would have united it with the (*) Catholic 
church if not for disputes over the Filioque clause. A debate over unleavened communion bread led to the 
excommunication of Michael Cerularius, this religion's Patriarch of Constantinople, by Pope Leo IX in 1054. Venerating 
icons but never statues, for 10 points name this religion whose self-governing national divisions are dominant in Serbia, 
Ukraine, Greece, and Russia. 

ANSWER: Eastern Orthodox church (prompt on “Eastern Christianity,” “Russian Orthodox,” or any other specific national 
branch) 

 
7. This movies uses the song “Vagabond” by Wolfmother for one montage, and “Us” by Regina Spektor plays over 

its opening credits. It begins with the disclaimer, “Any resemblance to people living or dead is purely accidental ... 
Especially you, Jenny Beckman ... Bitch.” The characters play house in (*) IKEA, and while lying the model bed, 
Tom says “Darling, I don’t know how to tell you this, but there is a Chinese family in our bathroom.” The main 
characters both work for a greeting card company, and at the end of this movie, one of the leads has an engagement party 
and while the other one goes to a job interview and meets a woman named Autumn. For ten points, name this film 
starring Joseph Gordon-Levitt and Zooey Deschanel about a doomed relationship with the title woman. 

ANSWER: (500) Days of Summer 
 
8. This concept sits in a café beside a lady called “Afterwards” in a poem by e.e. cummings, and a woman with this 

name tries to kill a cellist before subsequently falling in love with him, in a story called “[This] (*) with 
Interruptions” by Jose Saramago. This concept is in the title of the ten-line section of “The Waste Land” where Phlebas 
the Phoenician gets caught in a whirlpool, and the speaker takes a carriage ride with this concept and Immortality in a 
poem where it “kindly stopped for me,” by Emily Dickinson. For 10 points, Donne's Holy Sonnet #10 declares “Thou 
shalt die” to what concept that should “be not proud,” that will eventually happen to each one of us. 

ANSWER: death [accept “Death with Interruptions,” “Death by Water,” etc.] 
 
9. In Fallout 3, players can find one of these weapons in a hollowed-out rock near Megaton left by a person known 

only as “E” and in Fallout 3: The Pitt, a character named Vikia primarily uses one of these weapons.  The Unreal 
Tournament map “Facing Worlds” provides three of these weapons to each side and weapons of this type such as 
the Steyr [shty-ar] Scout and (*) Arctic Warfare Police model appear in Counter-Strike, where the latter causes 
complaints about “AWP [ay-wop] campers.”  A kill made without using this weapon's most prominent feature is referred 
to as “no-scoping,” and the arcade game Silent Scope features the player at the helm of one of these weapons.  For 10 
points, identify this type of gun responsible for numerous “head shot” one-hit kills. 

ANSWER: sniper rifle [prompt on partial answers] 
 
10. A modification of this process, named “comb”, introduces gaps that decrease by a shrink factor of 1.2 to 1.3, 

though the gap sizes may be modified so that a swap occurs between items 11 spaces apart.  The “cocktail” 
modification removes the issue of “rabbits” and (*) “turtles” by moving the items alternately in both directions, 
though that still keeps the big O of n squared performance of this process.  In the best-case list, it is more efficient than 
quicksort and comparable to insertion sort.  Operating by comparing two adjacent items and swapping them when in the 
wrong order, for 10 points, name this sorting algorithm that takes its name from the fact that large items tend to quickly 
rise to the top. 

ANSWER:  bubble sort [prompt on “swap” or “exchange” sort, accept “cocktail” before it is mentioned] 
 
11. At 18 weeks, this song has the distinction of having spent the longest time at #1 on the Billboard Airplay chart. 

This song, which features a bridge of violins and cellos playing for a minute and a half, follows Sarah 
McLachlan's Angel on the soundtrack to a film in which it appears, 1998’s (*) City Of Angels.  The video for this 
song includes scenes from the film viewed through a telescope by the singer, who begins by noting that “I'd give up 
forever to touch you//cuz' I know that you feel me somehow.”  Also the 11th track on the album Dizzy Up The Girl, this 
song's chorus sees the singer proclaim that  “I don't want the world to see me//cuz' I don't think that they'd 
understand//when everything's made to be broken//I just want you to know who I am.”  For 10 points, name this song, a 
1998 smash hit by the Goo Goo Dolls. 

ANSWER:  Iris 
 
 
 



12. This city was initially built as an entirely planned city designed by Walter Burley Griffin, who lends his name to 
the lake here. A central part of this city’s layout is the Parliamentary Triangle, which is delineated by 
Commonwealth, Constitution and Kings Avenues.  One vertex of the Triangle is marked by Parliament House 
and its (*) 81-metre-tall flagpole atop Capital Hill. From this point, one can see Mount Ainslie by looking straight down 
the city’s axis of symmetry, ANZAC Parade. One suburb of this city is Yarralumla, the location of Government House.  
Located between Sydney and Melbourne, for 10 points, name this largest inland Australian city. 

ANSWER: Canberra 
 
13. Staying in character for a role in this movie was one actor's excuse for assaulting a TMZ photographer. That 

character uses car doors, tire irons, and a banjo as weapons throughout the movie, and unlike others who eat 
Hostess Sno Balls and look for Pacific Playland, his motivation for the entire movie is to obtain some (*) Twinkies. 
The main character's fondest wish is to brush a girl's hair behind her ear, and entries like “wear seatbelts,” “cardio,” and 
“check the back seat” are among his 33 rules of survival. This movie's principal characters are all named after state 
capitals, and Bill Murray, appearing as himself, gets killed as the result of a botched practical joke. For ten points, name 
this comedy-horror movie starring Emma Stone, Abigail Breslin, Jesse Eisenberg, and Woody Harrelson. 

ANSWER: Zombieland 
 
14. Harry Harlow challenged the ethological explanation for this phenomenon by showing that baby rhesus monkeys 

preferred a terrycloth mother over a wire mother, even when the latter is a source of nourishment. 
Developmental psychologist Mary Ainsworth studied this phenomenon with the Strange Situation procedure and 
categorized her subjects as (*) secure, anxious-avoidant insecure and anxious-resistant. A category in the study of this 
phenomenon called disorganized/disoriented was later added to classify those who display inconsistent responses  and 
tend to come from abusive or neglectful upbringings. For 10 points, name this psychological phenomenon that describes 
the behaviours a child develops to reinforce security and safety while in close proximity to a caregiver. 

ANSWER: attachment 
 
15. Bobbi Gibb was the first woman to compete in this event when she did so in 1966, despite the fact that women 

weren't officially allowed to participate until 1972.  The men's record in this event was set by Robert Cheruiyot in 
his second win in 2006 and other well-known participants in this event have included Team (*) Hoyt and Rosie 
Ruiz, who was disqualified for cheating in 1980.  Young male competitors must run a related course in under 3 hours 
and 11 minutes to qualify for this event, whose course includes a set of hills in Newton as well as a finish line in Copley 
Square.  For 10 points, name this race run annually on the third Monday in April in Massachusetts. 

ANSWER:  The Boston Marathon 
 
16. A line in this work about “twenty centuries of stony sleep” refers to its author's theory that the world moved in 

2,000-year epochs. It claims that “the ceremony of innocence is drowned” and “[m]ere anarchy is loosed upon the 
world,” and describes and “image out of (*) Spiritus Mundi.” A novel about missionaries interfering with traditional 
Igbo [eebo] life gets its title from this poem; that novel is Chinua Achebe's Things Fall Apart. A “rough beasts ... 
slouches towards Bethlehem to be born” and a falcon “cannot hear the falconer” in, for 10 points, what poem by William 
Butler Yeats that says “surely” the title event is “at hand”. 

ANSWER:  The Second Coming 
 
17. One supporting character on this show is a maid who, at one point, marries a character whose aspirations include 

becoming a back-up dancer for Jennifer Lopez and Janet Jackson and a talk-show host, a position he later loses 
to a “hardcore lesbian” played in a guest appearance by Britney Spears. These characters are (*) Rosario, who 
works for an alcohol and perscription drug-addiction socialite, and Jack, the best friend of one of this show's title 
characters.  That title character is a lawyer at Doucette and Stein and, in college, briefly dated this show's other title 
character, a self-employed interior designer, before he came out of the closet.  For 10 points, name this NBC sitcom 
about a straight woman and her gay roommate starring Eric McCormack and Debra Messing. 

ANSWER:  Will & Grace 
 
 
 
 
 
 



18. The “direct-contact membrane” form of this process can be used for concentrating fruit juice or extracting fresh 
water from the ocean.  A kugelrohr is an apparatus for the short-path vacuum type of this process, which deals 
with small amounts of compounds with high boiling points. A Vigreux column, or the introduction of (*) packing 
into a simple straight column, is used in the fractional form of this process. The increased surface area of these special 
columns enables a series of condensations and vaporizations that enrich the vapor in the lower boiling component. For 
10 points, name this laboratory process used to separate mixtures based on their differential volatilities in a boiling liquid 
mixture. 

ANSWER: distillation [prompt on “evaporation” or “boiling”] 
 
19. A player has held a pair of these cards in the final hand of the World Series Of Poker Main Event twice; Jack 

Keller won with them in 1984 while Paul Wasicka had them cracked by Jamie Gold's queen nine in 2006.  Daniel 
Negreanu has stated that his favourite hand in Texas Hold'em is this card with a seven, while this card and a two 
forms a hand named after (*) Doyle Brunson, who won the Main Event in both 1976 and 1977 with the hand.  Either a 
five or this card must be present in every straight, and when this card is the lowest ranking card in the straight, the flush 
is called Broadway or, when in suit, a Royal Flush.  For 10 points, name this playing card that ranks directly below the 
jack. 

ANSWER:  Ten 
 
20. Early people of this island believed in the single god Ndranahare, and early groups in the southwest included the 

Vezo fishers, the Masikoro herders, and the Mikea hunter-gathers.  The Menabe were a major kingdom on this 
island before European influence in the late 18th century.  This region became isolated again when Queen (*) 
Ranavalona persecuted Christians, killing nearly half of its population.  After her death, the French took control of this 
island, adding to France’s nearby possessions of Reunion and Mayotte.  This nation gained its independence in 1960 
with president Philibert Tsiranana, while in 2009, Marc Ravalomanana resigned the presidency after a coup in 
Antananarivo.  For ten points, name this Malagasy republic off the east coast of Africa. 

ANSWER:  Madagascar [prompt on “Malagasy”] 
 
--------------------------------------------------------------------- 
 
21. In 1992, this actress starred opposite Nick Nolte as the mother of a boy suffering from adrenoleukodystrophy. In 

one role, she was upset that her two children were taken to a Pearl Jam on a school night, and in another she is 
addressed as “Mimi” because the title “Heinous One” is a bit cumbersome – the same role where she tells Kieran 
Culkin that Jeff Goldblum is his real father. Before she played (*) mom-roles in each of Lorenzo's Oil, Stepmom, and 
Igby Goes Down, this actress played Janet Weiss, who attends the Annual Transylvanian Convention alongside Barry 
Bostwick's Brad Majors. An Oscar winner for her performance in Dead Man Walking, for ten points, name this actress 
who starred in The Rocky Horror Picture Show and who recently split from her domestic partner, Tim Robbins.  

ANSWER: Susan Sarandon 
 
 
 



Bonuses 
 
1. For 10 points each, name the following functional groups: 
[10] This functional group contains carbon double-bonded to an oxygen and single-bonded to another oxygen which is 

bonded to an R group. It is responsible for characteristic fragrances like the banana scent of isoamyl acetate. 
ANSWER: ester 
[10] The structural difference between the amino acids phenylalanine and tyrosine is this functional group. The salt resulting 

from the deprotonation of this functional group is known as an alkoxide. 
ANSWER: alcohol or hydroxyl or OH 
[10] This functional group can be created via the oxidation of a primary alcohol with chromic acid; however, the product is 

easily over-oxidized to a carboxylic acid. One way of controlling for this is through the use of pyridinium 
chlorochromate in dichloromethane.   

ANSWER: aldehyde or formyl or CHO [prompt on “carbonyl”; do not accept “ketone”] 
 
2. Their latest album Fantasies was shortlisted for the 2009 Polaris Music Prize.  For 10 points each: 
[10] Name this Canadian indie rock band whose recent singles include Gimme Sympathy and Sick Muse.  They had a #1 

Canadian chart hit in 2005 with Monster Hospital, which has been featured on shows like CSI: Miami. 
ANSWER: Metric 
[10] This Indian-born Canadian is the lead singer of Metric.  She released an album in 1996 with her band The Soft Skeleton 

and has also collaborated with groups like the musical collective Broken Social Scene. 
ANSWER:  Emily Haines 
[10] Another group that has collaborated with Broken Social Scene is this one featuring vocalists Torquil Cambell and Amy 

Millan.  Their albums include Heart and Set Yourself on Fire, both of which were nominated for Junos. 
ANSWER:  Stars 
 
3. It was concluded with treaties at Osnabruck and Munster.  For 10 points each: 
[10] Name this war waged in Central Europe that, among other things, gave Sweden control of Pomerania. 
ANSWER:  Thirty Years’ War [“Eighty Years’ War” doesn’t apply to Sweden] 
[10] The Peace of Westphalia that ended the Thirty Years’ War also re-validated this 1555 treaty, which had allowed princes 

to choose either Catholicism or Lutheranism on the principle of cuius regio, eius religio. 
ANSWER:  Peace of Augsburg [do not accept “Augsburg Confession”, though] 
[10] The Peace of Augsburg was an agreement between Holy Roman Emperor Charles V and this league of Lutheran leaders.  

It was led by John Frederick and allied with Denmark before their namesake war in 1547. 
ANSWER:  Schmalkaldic League 
 
4. He threw just under 3500 passing yards in 2008, his second-lowest season total since 1994.  For 10 points each: 
[10] Name this quarterback that missed the playoffs with the Jets in 2008 after coming out of retirement. 
ANSWER:  Brett Favre [pronounced “farve”] 
[10] Favre’s arrival at the Jets marked the departure of this quarterback to Miami.  He had the last laugh, though, when the 

Dolphins beat the Jets in the final week of 2008. 
ANSWER:  Chad Pennington 
[10] Pennington and fellow NFLer Randy Moss played for this university in the late 1990s.  In 1970, almost all of their 

football team was killed in a plane crash, the story of which became a Matthew McConaughey film. 
ANSWER:  Marshall Thundering Herd [accept either; the film was We Are Marshall] 
 
5. For 10 points each, name the following social psychological concepts: 
[10] This effect refers to how people are unlikely to help someone when others are present. The likelihood to help is thought 

to be inversely proportional to the number of other people present. 
ANSWER: bystander effect 
[10] This is the tendency to overestimate the dispositional or internal explanations for others’ behaviours, while 

underestimating the role of situational or external factors. There exists an actor-observer bias in this phenomenon.  
ANWER: fundamental attribution error 
[10] This phenomenon occurs when maintaining cohesiveness and solidarity is more important than considering the facts in a 

realistic manner. Researchers suggest that this phenomenon was a factor in the planning of the failed Bay of Pigs 
Invasion by the CIA. 

ANSWER: groupthink 



 
6. Techniques in this game include “twisting” and “galloping,” which is used to hit pairs of 16th notes in succession.  For 10 

points each: 
[10] Name this popular arcade music game whose “X2” edition will be released in spring 2010.  The goal of the game is to 

match patterns of scrolling arrows by stepping on four illuminated buttons. 
ANSWER:  Dance Dance Revolution 
[10] This Japanese game company is responsible for the Dance Dance Revolution series.  They are also known for producing 

the Castlevania and Silent Hill series of games. 
ANSWER:  Konami 
[10] One of the most iconic songs in the Dance Dance Revolution series is this one in which the singer compares herself to 

the titular insect “making colours in the sky.”  Its “Upswing Mix” was featured in the game's 3rd mix. 
ANSWER: Butterfly 
 
7. A utopian community is living in his mouth, but they get hit with a plague whenever he eats too much garlic. For 10 

points each: 
[10] Name this friend of Panurge and king of the Dipsodes, who swallows some peasant labourers to get some help un-

blocking his intestines. 
ANSWER: Pantagruel 
[10] In the stories by Francois Rabelais, Pantagruel is the son of this other giant, who builds an abbey with the motto, “Do 

what you wish.” 
ANSWER: Gargantua 
[10] Gargantua builds the magnificent hexagonal Abbey of Thélème for his monk friend. This is the abbey's four-word motto. 
ANSWER: “Do what you wish.” (or “Do what you will,” “Do what thou wilt,” or “Fay ce que vouldras.”) 
 
8. Answer the following questions about a certain guilty pleasure for ten points each: 
[10] Created by Josh Schwartz, this TV show takes its name from an area in California.  Its pilot opened with troubled teen 

Ryan Atwood helping his brother steal a car, and it was cancelled after four seasons. 
ANSWER: The O.C. 

[10] This character, played by Rachel Bilson, dates Seth Cohen for part of the show and is revealed in the series finale to 
marry him in the future. She is Marissa’s best friend and Seth named his boat after her before they even met. 

ANSWER: Summer Roberts [accept either] 
[10] This character dated Marissa at the beginning of the show but made an exit near the end of season one after wrapping his 

car around a pole.  This notably happened after Marissa found out he was also seeing her mom. 
ANSWER: Luke Ward [accept either] 
 
9. Its composer redid this opera and renamed it after its main character in 1963, three decades after its original composition.  

For ten points each: 
[10] Name this opera about Katerina, the wife of a merchant's son whose adventures with the farmhand Sergei lead her to 

drown herself in a river when Sergei hits on another woman Sonyetka in the final act. 
ANSWER:  Lady MacBeth Of The Mtensk District 
[10] Lady MacBeth Of The Mtensk District is an opera by this Russian composer.  His other works include 15 symphonies 

and another opera where Kovalyov, after getting a shave, spends a bunch of time looking for his nose. 
ANSWER:  Dmitri Shostakovich 
[10] This is the name of Katerina's husband in Lady MacBeth Of The Mtensk District.  When he discovers Katerina and 

Sergei's transgressions at the end of act 2, they choke him to death with a belt. 
ANSWER:  Zinovy Izmailov [accept either] 
 
10. Road trips are fun. For 10 points each, identify these road trip movies, none of which is Road Trip. 
[10] This film was written by Grey’s Anatomy’s Shonda Rhimes and is Britney Spears’ debut in a major movie role. Initially, 

Spears had recorded “I’m Not a Girl, Not Yet a Woman” to be included on this film’s soundtrack. 
ANSWER: Crossroads 
[10] This 2006 movie is about a family road trip in a yellow Volkswagen Microbus. It ends with Olive performing a 

burlesque routine to Rick James’ “Superfreak.” 
ANSWER: Little Miss Sunshine 
 
 



[10] This film stars Felicity Huffman as Bree, a transsexual who embarks on a road trip with her long-lost son, played by 
Kevin Zegers. This film’s soundtrack featured “Travelin’ Thru” by Dolly Parton. 

ANSWER: Transamerica 
 
11. Vincente de Valverde baptized him before his execution so that he could be strangled instead of burned to death.  For 10 

points each: 
[10] Name this leader who was held captive by the Spanish for a ransom of a room of precious metals. 
ANSWER:  Atahualpa 
[10] Atahualpa was one of the last rulers of this South American civilization, whose downfall came at the hands of Francisco 

Pizarro. 
ANSWER:  Inca 
[10] Atahualpa crossed paths with Pizarro after wrapping up the Incan civil war, a conflict between Atahualpa and this 

brother over who should take the throne after Huayna Capac. 
ANSWER:  Huascar 
 
12. This team is currently struggling under the coaching of Pat Quinn.  For 10 points each: 
[10] Name this team whose players include Shawn Horcoff, Mike Comrie, and Dustin Penner. 
ANSWER:  Edmonton Oilers [accept either] 
[10] Some blame of the struggles is placed on this general manager of the Oilers.  In 2008, he replaced Kevin Lowe, who 

made some blunders with free agent offer sheets. 
ANSWER:  Steve Tambellini 
[10] During his playing career, Tambellini earned a Stanley Cup with this team.  Tambellini’s son, Jeff, is currently a winger 

with this team. 
ANSWER:  New York Islanders [prompt on “New York”] 
 
13. On an episode of The Simpsons, Lisa converts to Buddhism. Answer these questions about Buddhism, for 10 points each. 
[10] This type of buddhism, popular in southeast Asia, considers Pali a sacred language and follows the “Tipitika,” or “Three 

Baskets.” 
ANSWER: Theravada or Sthaviravada Buddhism 
[10] This doctrine, whose name means “act” or “deed” in Sanskrit, tells us that good acts will lead to good results. 
ANSWER: karma (accept kamma) 
[10] This mother of the Buddha dreamed at his conception that an elephant was entering her womb. The Buddha was born 

from under her arm in the garden of Lumbini 
ANSWER: Maha Maya (or Mayadevi, or Gyutrulma) 
 
14. The title of their first album, Tell All Your Friends, is taken from their song Cute Without The 'e'.  For ten points each: 
[10] Name this band whose vocalist is Adam Lazzara.  Their biggest hit sees Lazzara sing that “I just wanna bring you down 

so badly in the worst way” and is entitled MakeDamnSure. 
ANSWER:  Taking Back Sunday 
[10] Taking Back Sunday is one of the more mainstream acts in this subgenre of rock whose early acts included Rites Of 

Spring and Hawthorne Heights.  Other mainstream acts in this genre include My Chemical Romance and Dashboard 
Confessional. 

ANSWER:  Emo 
[10] This Welsh emo band's biggest hit was 2005's Streetcar, which hit the top 15 in the UK.  They also had a #1 UK rock hit 

with 2007s Walk Away, from the album Tales Don't Tell Themselves. 
ANSWER:  Funeral For A Friend 
 
15. For ten points each, name these literary critics. 
[10] This American critic wrote The Anxiety of Influence and The Western Canon. He has spoken out against 

multiculturalism and recommended that many books of the Bible be seen as literature only. 
ANSWER: Harold Bloom 
[10] This Canadian author wrote about William Blake in Fearful Symmetry, and he defended archetype and genre works in 

Anatomy of Criticism. 
ANSWER: Northrop Frye 
 
 



[10] This humanist critic and friend of the Romantic poets took shots at Robert Southey and Sir Walter Scott in The Spirit of 
the Age. 

ANSWER: William Hazlitt 
 
16. Name the following television journalists for ten points each: 
[10] This man got his start in television news at CJOH-TV in Ottawa and later served as the anchor of ABC’s World News 

Tonight from 1983 until his death from lung cancer in 2005. 
ANSWER: Peter Jennings 
[10] This woman served as the moderator for The View before leaving to succeed Katie Couric as co-anchor alongside Matt 

Lauer for the first two hours of The Today. 
ANSWER: Meredith Vieira 
[10] This woman serves as a correspondant during Vieira's shift as anchor on Today before taking over for hour three.  Her 

co-anchors during that hour are Al Roker and Ann Curry. 
ANSWER:  Natalie Morales 
 
17. For 10 points each, name the following animal phyla: 
[10] Humans are members of this phylum, which includes vertebrates and some closely-related invertebrates. This phylum is 

characterized by its members possessing a notochord for some part of its life cycle. 
ANSWER: chordata or chordates 
[10] Jellyfish are members of this phylum, which is characterized by two basic body forms: the medusa, which is motile, and 

the polyp, which is sessile. 
ANSWER: cnidarian [the “c” is silent, but be lenient on pronunciation] 
[10] Leeches are members of this large phylum, which comprises segmented worms. Many species of this phylum possess 

parapodia for locomotion. 
ANSWER: annelida 
 
18. It is the best-selling video game of all time, thanks to being bundled with a console in most countries.  For 10 points 

each: 
[10] Identify this Nintendo game in which you simulate playing tennis, bowling, or boxing. 
ANSWER: Wii Sports 
[10] Racking up 1000 points in single-player mode in Wii Sports gives you this designation; if you reach it in bowling, your 

character gets to use a shinier ball. 
ANSWER:  Pro [accept “professional”] 
[10] Getting 30 hits in batting practice or knocking down 40 punching bags will give you this elusive award.  This award also 

appears in Wii Play. 
ANSWER: platinum medal 
 
19. It is a study of the work of Marcus Pollio, a Roman architect.  For ten points each: 
[10] Name this study by Leonardo Da Vinci that lays out Pollio's description of the proportions for drawing human figures.  It 

consists of two overlapping male figures inscribed within a large circle and square with arms outstretched. 
ANSWER:  Vitruvian Man 
[10] Among Da Vinci's more famous works is this depiction of a Biblical event in which Jesus sits with his disciples at a 

table.  Peter looks angrily at Jesus while Judas is shrouded in shadow, perhaps alluding to his upcoming betrayal. 
ANSWER:  The Last Supper 
[10] Many of Da Vinci's works, such as his Baptism Of Christ, were collaborations with this artist, his mentor.  This man's 

own works include Tobias And the Angel as well as Madonna With The Saints John The Baptist and Donatus. 
ANSWER:  Andrea del Vorracchio 
 
20. They are ruled by a three-brained Imperious Leader in the original series in which they appear.  For 10 points each: 
[10] Name this race of mechanized life forms whose pejorative nickname derives from the resemblance of their centurion 

models to “walking chrome toasters.” 
ANSWER:  Cylons 
[10] The Cylons are the main antagonists in both the original 1978 and 2004 revival of which science-fiction television 

series? 
ANSWER:  Battlestar Galactica 
 



[10] In the 2004 Battlestar Galactica, this character develops a Cylon detector which correctly identifies Sharon Valerii as a 
Cylon sleeper agent.  However, he hides the result, leading everybody to think that the device is ineffective.  Oops. 

ANSWER:  Gaius Baltar [accept either, do not accept or prompt on Count Baltar] 
 
21. For 10 points each, name the following island countries: 
[10] At one point, this island nation was ruled by the Knights Hospitaller, while in 1989 it hosted a summit between 

Gorbachev and Bush shortly after the fall of the Berlin Wall. 
ANSWER: Malta 
[10] This country is part of the Leeward Islands of the Lesser Antilles. It is composed of two major islands, whose names are 

Spanish for “ancient” and “bearded,” respectively. 
ANSWER: Antigua and Barbuda 
[10] Located south-west off the coast of India, this country consists of 26 atolls and has capital at Malé. 
ANSWER: Maldives 
 


